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The sixth sense technology complete ppt. 1. PRESENTED BYNAVEEN KUMAR1DA10EC; 2. INTRODUCTION Sixth
Sense is a wearable.

No mobile device Will be required. The camera recognizes objects around you. Sixthsense adjusts water ,
temperature and time levels To save energy and natural resources. The computer tracks the red marker cap or
piece of Tape. This rfid chip are helpful for gesture recognition of images through the color markers. The data
access through recognition of hand gestures is much easier and user friendlier compared to the text user
interface or graphical user interface which requires keyboard or mouse. It can provide a much better
alternative to text user interfaces and graphical user interface which requires the need of a keyboard or mouse
to interact with the computer. This chip recognize the Movements of color markers and capture the images
From the world through the camera. It also supports multi user and multi touch provisions. By using the thumb
and index fingers movements the user can zoom in, zoom out or pan the selected map. The pictures that are
drawn by the user can be stored and replaced on any other surface. The user taking making a pose gesture The
camera takes the photo of the location 2. The camera, mirror and projector is connected wirelessly to a blue
tooth smart phone device that can easily fit into the user's pocket. The Sixth Sense prototype is used to
implement several applications that have shown the usefulness, viability and flexibility of the system
Introduction of Sixth Sense Technology 'Sixth Sense' is a wearable gestural interface that augments the
physical world around us with digital information and lets us use natural hand gestures to interact with that
information the hardware components are coupled in a pendant like mobile wearable device. The software that
is used in sixth sense device is open source type Gesture Recognition It is a technology which is aimed at
interpreting human gestures with the help of mathematical algorithms. All the devices are light in weight and
the smart phone can easily fit into the users pocket. Prototypes of the sixth sense device have demonstrated
viability, usefulness and flexibility of this new technology. The user can also shuffle through various pictures
and drawing by using the hand gesture movements 2. The sixth sense technology allows the user to interact
the information through hand gestures. Sixth sense is based on camera,projector,mirror,mobile
components,color markers 5 Zoom in Zoom out Flight updates Take snap Edit pic Product Info Edit pic Book
and Magazine Info 6 Conclusion The key here is that Sixth Sense recognizes the objects around you,
displaying information automatically and letting you access it in any way you want, in the simplest way
possible. The sixth sense devices bridge the gap by bringing the digital world into the real world and in that
process allowing the users toiu interact with the information without the help of any machine interfaces. The
keys will come up on The fingers. The camera sends the data to the smart phone. Sixth Sense device is a
mini-projector coupled with a camera and a cell phone-which acts as the computer and your connection to the
Cloud, all the information stored on the web. Neural network approaches or statistical templates are the
commonly used techniques used for the recognition purposes. Some practical applications of the sixth sense
technology is given below 2. After taking the desired number of photos we can project them onto any surfaces
and then use gestures to sort through those photos and organize and resize them. It also tracks the movements
of the thumbs and index fingers of both of the users hand. Camera Projector Mirror Mobile Color markers. It
has the potential to form the transparent user interface for accessing the information around us. It can turn any
surface into a touch-screen for computing, controlled by simple hand gestures.


